A single-parameter family of covariant gauge fixing conditions in bosonic string field theory is proposed. It is a natural string field counterpart of the covariant gauge in the conventional gauge theory, which includes the Landau gauge as well as the Feynman (Siegel) gauge as special cases. The action in the Landau gauge is largely simplified in such a way that numerous component fields have no derivatives in their kinetic terms and appear in at most quadratic in the vertex.
Introduction
Contrary to the ordinary local gauge field theories, covariant string field theory action was first constructed in gauge fixed form by Siegel [1] . After the gauge unfixed action was found [2, 3, 4] ( [5, 6] for interacting case), the former is recognized as one being fixed with a simple gauge condition b 0 Φ = 0 called Siegel gauge, where Φ is a string field and b 0 is the zero mode of worldsheet anti-ghost. Twenty years later, we still have no other choice of covariant gauge in a practical sense. Formally we know general method [7] of fixing the gauge symmetry with infinite reducible hierarchy like the one in string field theory. A concrete gauge fixing condition, however, with sufficient simplicity and consistency which Siegel gauge has, is not known to date.
In an intensive study of the tachyon condensation problem, especially in level truncation approach, Siegel gauge has been extensively used and certainly good results have been obtained.
1 In course of these efforts, pathological behavior of this gauge was also encountered.
For example, the branch points in the tachyon potential prevent us going beyond a small region of tachyon field value. Therefore an alternative useful gauge choice has been desirable for convincing the known results or extending the analysis.
Also a recent proposal of analytic solution of tachyon vacuum by Schnabl [9] utilizes the analogue of Siegel gauge in a special conformal frame adapted to the star product of cubic open string field theory [5] . There, a modification of the original Siegel gauge is a clue to obtain the closed subset of the space of string field. To further obtain analytic solutions of lower dimensional D-branes or time-dependent ones, more efficient gauge choice may be crucial.
In the present paper, we propose a new covariant gauge in bosonic open string field theory which has simple expression and has, in some aspects, an advantage to the existing one. Actually our new gauge contains a single parameter a. Siegel gauge just corresponds to a special value a = 0. Particularly interesting case is a = ∞ which will be mentioned shortly. Varying a we are now able to study a gauge (in-)dependence of various kinds of quantities which were computed previously only in Siegel gauge, so that we can determine which behavior is physical or gauge-artifact.
A new gauge condition we propose is
1 See Ref. [8] for pedagogical review.
for the ghost number one string field Φ 1 , where a is a real parameter,Q and M are defined through the decomposition of the BRST operator Q with respect to the zero mode of worldsheet ghost and anti-ghost [10] :
We have to take our gauge parameter a = 1 for free theory, since for a = 1 the left-hand side of (1) is invariant under inhomogeneous gauge transformation so that this condition does not fix the gauge for free theory. A gauge fixing procedure including the gauge condition for the other ghost number sectors (which means ghost, ghost for ghost, . . .) will be described in the later section.
One of the special points of the above family of gauge conditions is a = 0. Due to the basic property of the operator M, (1) with a = 0 is turned out to be equivalent to the Siegel
Another notable point is a = ∞ where the gauge condition reduces to
Remarkably this gauge condition (3) corresponds to the Landau gauge for the massless vector gauge field A µ (x) contained in the string field, while the Siegel gauge does to the Feynman gauge. So the one parameter extrapolation between them is considered to give general covariant gauge with gauge parameter, say α, in gauge field sector which is widely used in the literature. In order to be definite, let us take free abelian gauge theory. The gauge fixed action in consideration is
where B is the Nakanishi-Lautrup field, c andc are the Faddeev-Popov ghost and anti-ghost field respectively. Then we can indeed show that the gauge fixing condition (1) leads to
Another characteristic feature of the a = ∞ gauge (3) is that a large number of fields become merely auxiliary fields, i.e., kinetic term has no derivative. This can be an advantage in the study of tachyon condensation especially for the space-time dependent solutions. Also these auxiliary fields appear in at most quadratic in the interaction vertex. These facts will more or less simplify the computation compared to the other gauges.
We actually applied new gauges to the level truncation analysis of tachyon condensation and found a remarkably smooth behavior of the tachyon potential around Landau point a = ∞ (or sufficiently away from the Siegel point a = 0), which will be reported in a forthcoming paper [11] .
In the following, after preparing the necessary notations and tools in Section 2, we recall the action and the gauge transformation of bosonic open string field theory in Section 3.
There we also show that the action can be decomposed into two parts each of which is independently gauge invariant and has quite suggestive form. In Section 4, we propose new gauge conditions including all ghost number sectors, prove the BRST invariance of gaugefixed action and show a relationship to the covariant gauges in ordinary gauge theory. Finally Section 5 will be devoted to the discussion. Some useful relations as well as technical things are collected in Appendices.
Properties of state space
In this section, we summarize the properties of the state space of open bosonic string theory on D = 26 as preparation for defining our new gauge fixing conditions. We first set our notations briefly and then prove some basic facts about the property of BRST operator Q (and its constituentsQ and M) and their action on the state space.
The Fock space F (p) for bosonic open string is spanned by the states of the form
or the states multiplying c 0 on |f as
Here α µ n is a matter oscillator, c n and b n are worldsheet ghost and anti-ghost mode respectively. |0, p; ↓ = |0, p ⊗ | ↓ is annihilated by α (5) and (6) respectively. We define the operator
that counts the ghost number of non-zero frequency modes and divide the space F (p) byÑ g as
Here FÑ g (or c 0 FÑ g ) consists of states (5) (or (6)) with j − k =Ñ g . Each space FÑ g or c 0 FÑ g can further be divided by the level N as F = ⊕ N ≥0 F N . Level N of the state |f or
The BRST operator for the theory is given by [10] 
where
The operators M andQ act on FÑ g and map it into FÑ g +2 and FÑ g +1 respectively:
They act on the space c 0 FÑ g similarly since [M, c 0 ] = {Q, c 0 } = 0. We also have a relatioñ
since
The operator M together with
and
constitute SU(1, 1) algebra 
where |f
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and j ≤ i. The spaces F n and F −n both consist only of the states belonging to the spin equal or more than n/2, i.e., s = n/2 + i (i ≥ 0). From the relation (17), each state |f (−n) ∈ F −n reaches a state in F n by multiplying M n and conversely, any |f (n) ∈ F n can be written as a form |f (n) = M n |g for some |g ∈ F −n . We also have
Thus, F −n is isomorphic to F n and there exists an inverse W n :
For example, W 1 is explicitly written as
For |f (n) ∈ F n (n > 0), we have
which will be useful later in gauge fixing procedure.
Properties ofQ for L 0 = 0 We will also use the following properties ofQ:
Proof:
and then |f (−n) = 0 from (18).
• We also haveQ
Proof: The relationQF n ⊂ F n+1 is trivial. On the contrary, if |f (n+1) ∈ F n+1 , then
This completes the proof.
Gauge invariant action
In this section, we first remind ourselves of the general form of gauge invariant free action of covariant bosonic string field theory [2, 3, 4] , and then see that the action can be written as a sum of two gauge invariant combinations which will be quite suggestive. We also briefly describe the action and the gauge invariance in the interacting case of cubic open string field theory [5] .
Free action
Gauge invariant free action of covariant bosonic open string field theory is given by the use of BRST operator Q as [2, 3, 4]
In terms of usual inner product of states, A, B = bpz(A)|B where bpz(A) denotes BPZ conjugation of A. Some properties of inner product and the BPZ conjugation are collected in
(which we explicitly denote as a subscript of Φ 1 ) and is Grassmann odd. It is expanded by
Fock space states such that
with
where the coefficient ψ |f (p) or ψ |g (p) of each state represents the corresponding space-time field. Hermitian property of the field (ψ † = ψ or = −ψ) is determined by that of S. In terms of φ (0) and ω (−1) , the action is represented as
It is also written in a simpler form as
This action is invariant under the gauge transformation
The gauge parameter Λ 0 is a Grassmann-even string field of N g = 0 and is decomposed as
where λ (−1) and ρ (−2) consist of states in F −1 and F −2 respectively. In terms of φ (0) and ω (−1) , the transformation is written by
Note that if L 0 = 0, it is also written as
We see that the combination
is gauge invariant. Thus from (19), we represent ω (−1) by ζ (1) and φ (0) as
and the action (29) is rewritten using ζ (1) instead of ω (−1) as
Remarkably the terms
) and ζ (1) , c 0 W 1 ζ (1) are both gauge invariant independently. The former represents the kinetic terms for each field in φ (0) .
The latter is a sum of the terms that are purely quadratic in each field in ζ (1) , which means that ζ (1) only contains auxiliary fields.
For example, up to level N = 1, string field is expanded by tachyon φ, massless gauge field A µ and a scalar χ as
The gauge invariant ζ (1) is written explicitly as
and the action up to this order becomes a sum of two gauge invariant combinations
Note that the second term of (41) exactly coincides with the gauge invariant action of
Gauge transformation up to level N = 1 is written by gauge parameter λ as
Cubic action
The action for the cubic open string field theory is given as [5] 
Here * denotes the star product and g the coupling constant. This action is invariant under the gauge transformations
The action is rewritten in terms of φ (0) and ω (−1) as
.
Note that the cubic term of ω (−1) is absent in the action. Thereby, together with the observation on the quadratic term, we can expect that simpler gauge-fixed action can be obtained by gauge fixing more φ (0) and less ω (−1) .
Gauge fixing
Now we consider gauge fixing of the action S. The most popular (and in a practical sense essentially only one known and used) gauge condition is the Siegel gauge condition b 0 Φ 1 = 0 (or ω (−1) = 0). It is known that this gauge condition exactly fixes the gauge invariance of the quadratic g = 0 part of the action if we assume L 0 = 0.
The gauge fixed action for the Siegel gauge is given in the literature as [1, 12, 13, 14]
Here Φ and B consist of string fields of all ghost numbers as Φ = ∞ n=−∞ Φ n and B = ∞ n=−∞ B n . Note that component fields are taken to be Grassmann odd (even) for Φ n=even (Φ n=odd ) so that Φ is always Grassmann odd.
In principle, this action is obtained from the gauge invariant action (44) by adding Faddeev-Popov ghost terms and gauge fixing terms repeatedly until no gauge symmetry remains in the action. We instead reach the same action by first extending the action to include the string fields with all ghost numbers as
and then adding gauge fixing term b 0 B, Φ so as to completely fix the gauge invariance of the extended action under the gauge transformation of arbitrary ghost number
In order to obtain the gauge fixed action for another gauge condition we propose below, we will follow this latter procedure. That is, for each gauge condition we take, we will show that we can choose an appropriate operator O so that the condition bpz(O)Φ = 0 exactly fixes the gauge invariance of the extended actionS for g = 0. We then add the term OB, Φ toS and regard the result as the gauge fixed action. Finally, as a confirmation, we check that the action obtained in this way surely has BRST invariance instead of gauge invariance.
As announced in the introduction, we propose one parameter family of new gauge fixing conditions in this section. We, however, first discuss a special point (Landau-type gauge) of the parameter since there is a technically subtle thing compared to the other points.
Landau-type gauge 4.1.1 Gauge condition
A new gauge condition we propose in this subsection is
For the level N = 1 gauge field, the condition (50) imposes p µ A µ (p) = 0. Thus, this gauge condition is the extension of the Landau gauge for ordinary gauge theory, just as the Siegel gauge is that of the Feynman gauge.
We now show that this new condition exactly fixes the gauge invariance of the quadratic action S quad when L 0 = 0.
First, any string field Φ 1 = φ (0) + c 0 ω (−1) with L 0 = 0 can be transformed to satisfy this gauge condition by the gauge transformation (31) (or (33) in terms of φ (0) and ω (−1) ) with the gauge parameter
In the last equation, we have used (13) and (22) 
Gauge fixed action
Gauge fixed action for this gauge condition is obtained by using the method explained in the beginning of this section. The resulting action is given as
Here, B −n+3 , B n and B ′ 4−n (n > 1) are Grassmann odd string fields and PQ M n−2 denotes the projection operator which restricts the fields in F n−2 (n > 1) as
We
B 3−n = 0 and it is followed by
From this the action S L can be shown to be invariant under the BRST transformation. We actually show this fact as a following general proposition. An arbitrary operator O below is just O L for the gauge in consideration. The proposition is sufficiently general so that it will be applied to the wide class of operator O including those in the next subsection.
Proposition 1
The general gauge fixed action of the form
is invariant under the BRST transformation with Grassmann odd parameter η
This is proved straightforwardly by using the relations (B.1) and (B.2) by noting that Φ is Grassmann odd and OB is even.
The conditions bpz(O L )Φ = 0 given by the action S L restrict each string field Φ n (=
We have used (21) and (23) to obtain the expression in the parentheses of (63). Note also that from the first condition (62), φ (−n+2) is restricted to include only spin (n − 2)/2 states.
The proof that the above conditions exactly fix the gauge symmetryδΦ = QΛ of the extended action (48) for g = 0 when L 0 = 0 is given in Appendix A.
One parameter extension
As we have one parameter family of gauge conditions that interpolate between Feynman gauge and Landau gauge in the gauge theory, we also provide intermediate gauge conditions
between Feynman-Siegel gauge and the Landau-type gauge for the string field theory. In this section, we propose such conditions and give the corresponding gauge fixed action.
Gauge condition
The intermediate gauge condition we propose here is
where a is a real parameter. Though it may not be clear at a glance, the condition is reduced to Siegel gauge for a = 0 since Mω (−1) = 0 is equivalent to ω (−1) = 0 from (18). The Landautype gauge condition is also obtained by taking a → ±∞. We cannot take a = 1 as a gauge condition for S quad since the condition takes the form Mω (−1) +Qφ (0) = 0 and the left-hand side just coincides with the gauge invariant combination ζ (1) of (35). On the other hand, for each a = 1, by choosing the gauge parameter of the gauge transformation δΦ 1 = QΛ 0 as
any string field Φ 1 = φ (0) + c 0 ω (−1) with L 0 = 0 is transformed to satisfy the condition (65). This is shown by using relations (13) and (22). If there is a gauge transformation Λ 0 which keeps Φ 1 within the gauge condition,
For a = 1 and L 0 = 0, this leads to L 0 λ (−1) −Qρ (−2) = 0 and δΦ 1 = 0. Thus we have shown the validity of the gauge condition for a = 1.
Gauge fixed action
The gauge fixed action for this case should be taken as
If a = 0 is taken, this action is consistently reduced to S Siegel of (47), since replacement
can be performed through the isomorphism by the M and W n explained in section 2.
We can check that this action is invariant under the BRST transformation (59)∼ (61) with O = O a , since for n > 1 we have
In the above equation, we have used (22) and
The condition bpz(O a )Φ n = 0 is explicitly written for each Φ n or Φ −n+3 (n > 1) as
Note that the conditions (74) and (75) mean that any ω is written by φ as
The validity of the above conditions as a gauge fixing condition for the extended action (48) for g = 0 is again analyzed in Appendix A.
Relation to the gauge in ordinary gauge theory
Let us look at the relation of the above covariant gauge to that in ordinary gauge theory, by taking explicitly the level one fields as follows.
We also expand the field B = c 0 B ω in the same way as the above:
Then we have a-gauge fixed quadratic action for them in coordinate representation as
By use of field redefinitions
the above action can be written into the well-known form plus decoupled auxiliary fields'
First four terms are the usual abelian gauge theory action in covariant gauge with the gauge parameter α which is related to a as
Here B is the Nakanishi-Lautrup field, c andc are the Faddeev-Popov ghost and anti-ghost field respectively. We can read off from these that a = 0 (α = 1) corresponds to Feynman gauge and a = ∞ (α = 0) does to Landau gauge. Also we recognize that a = 1 (α = ∞) is the point where the gauge is not fixed for free theory.
For the Landau-type gauge, we can obtain the level one part of the action similarly for the above a-gauge. In this case, however, we need B 
we obtain the explicit form of S quad L, N =1 , which coincides with S quad a(α), N =1 for α = 0 (a → ∞) after performing appropriate field redefinitions.
Note that the relation (82) is valid for free theory. For interacting case, the form of action does not directly coincide between the string field level and the effective field theory level because the latter is obtained by integrating out the higher mass level fields. In fact, free action in general has a symmetry S quad a = S quad 2−a , though the interacting action does not. In addition the form of gauge transformation is also different from free case due to homogeneous term, so that the gauge non-fixed point will be shifted depending on the value of the fields. This is indeed seen in the level truncated scalar effective potential [11] .
Properties of the gauge conditions
To clarify the properties of each gauge condition we have defined, we especially choose the distinctive two types of condition, the Siegel gauge (a = 0) and the Landau-type gauge (a → ∞), and compare the properties of them. Other gauge condition given by finite a has similar property with the Siegel gauge.
For the Siegel gauge, all the component fields in
the gauge fixed action, while ω (−1) is completely gauged away. In the action S a=0 , each field
For the Landau gauge, on the other hand, all the fields in ω (−1) and the part of φ 
means that all fields ψ ω (p) in ω (−1) are auxiliary fields since there is no derivative for each ψ ω (p) in the action. In addition, we see from (46) that there appear at most quadratic terms of ω (−1) even in the full action. Thus, by choosing the Landau-type gauge condition, the number of dynamical fields is extremely reduced compared to the other gauges and the analysis of the theory would become simpler.
Discussions
We have proposed one parameter family of covariant gauge conditions for open bosonic string field theory that includes Siegel gauge as a special case (a = 0). For the massless gauge field A µ contained in the string field Φ 1 , these gauge conditions precisely correspond to a family of conventional covariant gauges parameterized by α, as the Siegel gauge does to the Feynman gauge.
In the family of gauge conditions, the a = ∞ gauge (which corresponds to Landau gauge in gauge theory) especially has several striking features as we have mentioned in previous section. The features come from the fact that the ω (−1) part of string field Φ 1 has no derivatives in the free action and also it appears in at most quadratic in the interaction terms, since the a = ∞ gauge condition only restricts the φ (0) part of Φ 1 and leaves whole From these advantages of this gauge, we may expect that the quantum analysis becomes much simpler than in other gauge.
The form of the quadratic action of a = ∞ gauge is reminiscent of the action for the 3 We can naturally check that the degrees of freedom for of φ (0) and (φ ′ (0) , ω (−1) ) are the same since for
string field based on the old covariant quantization [3] : . In fact, we analyze properties of tachyon potential under various gauges using the level truncation method and find out some interesting results which will be reported in a separate paper [11] .
We have also presented a rather general method to obtain the proper gauge fixed action for given gauge fixing condition. By using the technique, we would be able to further extend our analysis to more general (covariant or non-covariant) gauge fixing conditions.
For example, consider the condition B 0 Φ 1 = 0 that is used for giving an analytic solution of tachyon condensation in Ref. [9] . Here B 0 is the zero mode of the worldsheet b(z) field in the coordinatez taken as different from canonical one. Thus the condition is the counterpart of the Siegel gauge in this conformal frame. It will be possible to find exact gauge fixed action for this gauge condition, or to further extend the condition to one parameter family. Such an analysis may provide some new insights on the problem related to tachyon condensations. (a) For n ≤ 1, we can show that any Φ n is transformed to satisfy the condition (74) by the extended gauge transformationδΦ n = QΛ n−1 with gauge parameters
To analyze the n > 1 case, we first divide F n for n ≥ 0 as
where (F n )Q consists of states f (n) ∈ F n satisfyingQf (n) = 0 and G n is the complement of (F n )Q. Also we can divide the space F −n for n ≥ 0 intoQF −n−1 and its complement
If we limit ourselves to the states with L 0 = 0, there is an isomorphism (
. Explicit relations between these spaces are given as
From the above discussion, for Φ n = φ (n−1) +c 0 ω (n−2) with n > 1, we can rewrite ω
according to (A.2) and (A.4). Then, we see that any Φ n is transformed to satisfy the condition (75) by the gauge transformation if we choose the gauge parameter as For Φ n (n > 1), the gauge symmetry under the condition (75) is represented by Λ n−1
We represent L 0 λ (n−2) −Qρ (n−3) ∈ F n−2 by h (−n+1) ∈ F −n+1 andθ (n−2) ∈ (F n−2 )Q as L 0 λ (n−2) −Qρ (n−3) = M n−2Q h (−n+1) +θ (n−2) .
Then (A.7) is rewritten as
(1 − a)Qh (−n+1) + W n−2θ (n−2) = 0.
When a = 1, this leads to h (−n+1) =θ (n−2) = 0. Thus we conclude that there remains no residual symmetry.
The condition bpz(O L )Φ = 0 (a → ∞ limit of bpz(O a )Φ = 0) (a) We can show that any Φ n is transformed to satisfy the conditions (62) and (63) bỹ δΦ n = QΛ n−1 with
Note that the above Λ n−1 coincides with lim a→∞ Λ n−1 of (A.1) and (A.6) respectively for n ≤ 1 and n > 1. where N = a n a + b l b + c m c is the level of the state. Note that if the state is twist even (N = even), scalar (i = even) and ghost number one (j = k, (j + k) 2 /2 = even), then always ε s = 1, which is used in the analysis of tachyon condensation in level truncation.
